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ELECTROGAHDIOGHAPHY

"GraDhic records have now an established place j_n
the st 'Vl:i "'s of the he art.
clinical examination.

That place is to supplement

While it js true that no exam-

:tn n.ti on of tl:e he art at the pre sent ti me can be con-

si d0red fnlly complete unless it includes graphic
study, it js equally true that a clinically satisfactory diagnosis can, in the majority of patients, be
reached without graphic study; hence, cardiography is
not the 'sin8 qua non' in diFAgnosis.
can only sunnlement, they can

nev~r

He~.:irt

records

suonlant, the uajn-

stakint;; clinical exarninations of today which have
evolved fro'.11 the careful ohse:"vations of generations
pr:ist.

One of the valuable contributions of cardio-

granhy to neiicine lies in the fact that familiarity
'''i th graph:\ c methods quite invariably sharpens the perception of the physician so trained anc1 aj_ds in the

'

clinj cal •'r:;cognition of heart affections.''

s.

Calvin Smith.

-----

------

-----·-----

---

-----

--------~~

THE IMPULSE MECHAlJISM OF' THE HEAR:r

HISTOHY:- ,\11 electrocardiogra':n is a record of the
nathw~1y
11s

takr:m by t!-ie e.xc:ttation wave of a heart cycle

:tt courses along thr~ conduction system from its ori-

gin in the s:lno-auricular node to the terminal Purkinj e
fibers.

HencG,

q

conception of electrocardiography

should have as its basis the anatomy and physiology of
the imnulse mechanism.
As early as 17'73, we find John \11alsh and John Hunter

(1) conducting experiments in animal electricity with the
toruedo or electric ray fish.

History mentions that the

Greeks 8-nd Romans used these fish for theranentic measures 1-ndicating th11t electrical ohenomena were recognized
even before th<? time of Walsh and Hunter.

However, the

story of electrocardiogranhy really begins some twenty
years later 1vi th the epoch making experiments of Luigi
Galvani on muscle nerve preparations.

Galvani (2} in

1790, while nreparing frog legs for experimental purposes,

hung several upon copper hooks and suspended his hooks
unon an iron wire.

Noticing the twitchings of the leg

muscles as he hung the hooks, led him to devise what he
called his nmetalic arc" of two different metals.

When

one metal was connected to the nerve and the other to

-

3

the muscle of his frog legs, a contraction of the latter
resulted.

In reality, Galvani had constructed a minute

glectric cell and had demonstrated that an electrical
stimulus would cause nru.scular con traction.

This shrewd

observation opened the field for future physiological
research.
Many experiments followed Galvani's discovery both
upon intact muscles and excised muscle nerve preparations.
At this time, the heart was considered in the same catagory as the skeletal muscles.

The contractions of the

organ were explained by the "neurogenic theory", that is,
being under direct control of the central nervous system
with which it had connection through its nerve trunks.
Johannes E. Purkinje (3) perfected his microtome in
1839 and was the first to describe certain peculiar muscle cells

throu~~

out the cardiac wall.

today bear his name.
invr~

These fibers

The innervation of the heart was

st igated by Henle in 1841, and by Friedrich Bidder

( 3) in 1852 with the discovery of the gauglionic cells
at the junction of the auricle and ventricle.
f

Having the

nerve trunk to the heart well established, vagus, the
gau.gli a of Bidder seemingly fortified the neurogenic
theory of cardiac contraction.
However, in 1856 Kol liker and Milller ( 4) working independently of each other, proved almost s5.multaneously

4

that the heart beat was accompanied by an intrinsic
electr:i.cal discharge.

They laid the nerve of a muscle

nerve preparation upon the beating ventricle of an exised
mammalian heart and observed that with each ventricular
contraction, the muscle of their preparation was activated.

Thus a heart completely removed from the animals

body was stirm1lating the frog leg, proving that the
heart contained its own impulse mechanism and was entirely independent of the central nervous system for
such, "myogenic theory" (5).
Having established the proof that the heart's stimuli were autonomic in nature, the next step was to discover the origln and mode of spread of the impulse to
the various portions of the cardiac musculature.

Hermon

stannius (6) had shown in 1852 that ligatures placed at
the .iunction of thG auricle and sinus venosus brought
the heart to a standstill, while a second ligature, applied to the auriculo ventricular groove, caused the
ventricle to beat again.

According to the neurogenic

theory then ace epted, the effect of the ligatures was
supposed to be due to inhibition of the gangl:i.a of Bidder.
But after the de'tlonstrations of Kolliker and Muller in
1856, this theory had to l)e abandoned leaving the pheno-

"Tlenon of Stanniu 1 s ligatures unsolved.

----

---

----5

Albert von Bezold demonstrated the accelerator
nerves of the heart and their origin in the spinal cord
in 1862.

Much experimentation followed and Gaskell (7)

published his great memoir on the musculature and inr1ervation of the heart in 1881.

In this he showed that the

motor influences from the nerve ganglia in the sinus
veno sns, Bidder's ganglia, influenced the rhythm, rate,
and force of the heart but did not originate its movemgnts or beat.

This he explained as being due to the

automatic rhythmic contractile power of the heart muscle
itself and to the peristaltic contraction wave which proceeds from sinus venosus to bulbus arteriosus and from
muscle fiber to muscle fiber.

By 1883, Gaskell and

Englemann had proved, using criss-cross incisions on excised hearts, that cardiac impulses are conducted by muscular pathways.

In 1892, Stanley Kent, and in 1893

Wilhelm His, Jr., discovered a narrow band of muscle, an
embryonic rest between the auricles and ventricles.

This

is now known as the auriculo-ventricular bundle of His.
More recently, Arthur Keith and M. Flack, 1907, discovered
a tissue r0st of fine, pale, faintly striated fibers in
the heart wall in the region of the superior vena cava.
This tissue is richly supplied with arterioles and is
intimately connected with the Purkinje fibers and nerve
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terminals.

From experimental data, this bit of tissue

has been called the "pacemaker of the heart", the sinoaRnar.il..&r node.

In 1908,

s.

Tawara (8) traced out the ram-

ifications from the His bundle and discovered another
muscular node in close relation to it, the atria-ventricular node.
These histological findings have been supported by
a mass nf clinical and experimental data which brings us
to the present concept of the impulse-conduction system
of the heart.

This concept has the impulse arising in

the sino-anricular node, according to Heatherley (9),
as part of the energy liberated by the breaking down of
a highly complicated molecule which is produced most
freely by cells in the sino-auricular node and in a lesser
degree by all of the other heart muscle cells.
this energy takes the

for~

Part of

of an electric disturbance

which snreads as a wave nreceding the wave of contraction.

We find this electrical wave spreading from this

node in all directions over the auricular musculature and
acti vat in g that organ; entering the auriculo-ventricular

'

node, passing to the bundle of

~is,

over its right and

left branches, out to their minute terminals, whose ends
are the purkinje fibers; and finally activating the cardiac
musculature of the ventricle which lies in close relationship with the fibers of Purkinje.
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EMBrtYOLOGY:- To thoroughly comprehend the anatomy of
the heart, it is necessary to review briefly the embryological development of that organ.
text,

D0velo~mental

Arey (10) in his

Anatomy, descrires the heart as aris-

ing from two lateral halves in thn blastoderm which swing
together and secondarily unite.

Even before the fusion

takes place, two constrii.ctions are evident marking the
future regions of atrium, ventricle, and bulbus.

Soon

a fourth division, the sinus venosus, arises by construction from the hind end of the atrium.

The cardiac tube

grows more rapidly than the pericardial cavity which
throws the tube into a bend and finally a spiralled S
shape results.

Subsequent growth places the atria cephalad

and the ventric 18 s caudad.

Overgrowth and dif'ferenti at-

ion of parts results in a rapid development of ventrj cles,
aurtcles, etc., as seen in the adult heart.
The myocardium is at first continuous over th'3 entire
surface of the heart hut soon becomes divided by connective tissue at th8 9.trio-ventricular canal and leaves only
a bridge there.

This connecting strand of modified mus-

cle tis sue i.s located behind the posterior endocardial
cushion and is called the atrio-ventricular bundle, Bundle of His.

By analogy with other vertebrates, it is

supposed that the human heart begins to beat during the
four-th week when the embryo is two millimeters or less

8

in length.

At thqt ti111e the rhythmic contractions are

purely muscular phenomena since the nerves first invade
the heart several weeks later.

HISTOLOGY:-

In mammals,

microscopical examination

has found special muscular elements in those portions of
tho heart muscle in which the contractile impulse originates.

On the boundary betVTeen the right atrium and

the superior vena cava, in the region of the sulcus terminalis, is a special area one centimeter in length and
from three to five millimeters j_n width.

Although not

sharply outlined, it can be seen with the nake:ieye.

It

consists of a very dense network of twisted, atypical
muscle fi"hers.

These d:l.ffer from the surrounding card-

iac muscle fibers in their thinness, richness in sarconlasm, few cross-striations, and often by their considerable content of glycogen.

Between these fibers is a

dense interstitial connective tissue.

The fibers the111-

selves are thought by most investigators to continue
everywhere directly into the circular, cross-striated

•

fibers in the wall of the vena cava, as well as into
those of the atrial myocardium.

This area is called

the sine-auricular node; in its atypical >nuscle fibers
is the seat of the autonomic origin of the rhythmic,
contractile imuulse of the heart.

It is also the first
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part of the conducting system.
The question now arises as to how the impulse
travels to other parts of the heart.

Does it travel

along the :11.usclc fibers or has it snec1 al nerve tr acts?
Maximow (11) states that in the mammalian heart,
including "l'Jan, "::h0 rnuseRlature of the atria is apparently

seDa~ated

from that of the ventricles by the fibrous

r:i ngs of th0 atrio-veri i,rj cnlar openings and the trigona
fibrosa.

However, there is a muscular connection be-

tween these chwnbers in the form of the conduction
system formed by the Purkin.ie fibers.

Throughout the

atria and most of the ventricles there is a dense,
interlacing network of atypical cardiac muscle f:Lbers
first descrihed by Purkinje in 1839.

These peculiar

flhers Rre A.ggregated into two-norle-like "'lasses; one
the above mentioned sino-atri al node, the oth0r the atrioventriculi:i.r node.
in

bot~,

Tho structure of the fibers is the same

the n'::>t'·.rork and the tivo nod0s.

The sino-atrial

norle has be0n described above.
The atrio-vcmtricul11r node in

ni.an

is a flat, v:rhite

strncture about six millimeters long and two to three

'

m·i_llimeters wide.

It is located in the posterior lower

nn.rt 0f the seotum atriorum under the posterior aortic
valve.

The node corn=iists of peculiar rm.lscle fibers rich

in sarcoplasm and poor in fibrils.

·rhese ramify and

-- _,

interlace in all directions, formins a tangled dense
network

·~rhos9

'11eshes are filled with connective tissue.

To''-rnrd th9 •ttrium, these fibers
the nsual rnyocR.rdial fibers.

~)ass

into or between

Accordingly the boundary

of the node is very indistinct over much of its perinhery.
contr

Toward tho ventricles the substance of the node

~cts

abruptly into a sharply defined shaft about

on8 centimeter long.

bundle.

This is the atrio-ventricular

It is located in the dense connGctive tissue

of the trigonum fibrosum and continues into the interventricular septum where it divides into two branches.
The first branch, a cylindrical bundle one to two milli'Tieter s thick, runs do\!'Jnward along the posterior surf A.Ce
of the sentum and is loc;1ted in nart directly
endocardium of tho? right ventrjcle.
th8

j

under the

It nroceeds along

n terven tri c1J lar s entum to the beginning of the

trabecule septomarginalis where it splits into many
branches.

The8e spread along the entire internal surface

of' the '"ight ventricle and along the papillary muscles of

the trabeculae carnae.

'

All of these anastomosing and

splitting branches from a network with rounded meshes
whose threads mix with the substance of the myocardium
and b9come invisable.
The left branch is a rather wide, flat band 11Vhich
comcis forward under the endorcardium of the left ventri-

cle in the npner nortion of the interventricular septum,
und0~

the interior edge of the posterior cusps of the

aortic valve.

At first it divides into two main branches

at th2 border between the upper and middle threads of the
Then it senarates as in the right ventricle into

sentum.

numerolJs, anastomosing, inter lacing, thin threads Vlhich
run in various directions and are la.st to view in the
'Tlyoc ardium.
This system of conducting fibers, even up to the
ter'Tlinal ramifications in the ventricles, is covered with
a connective tissue membrane which sA.parates it from the
remaining "''!Uscular mass of the heart.

In the region of

the inain stern of the H1 s bundle and its two immediate
branch~~s,

this me'llbrane is so thick and dense that it

cqn be dj_Rsected out microscopically as a separate distinct sh ath.
0

&1ctin~

Due to its loose connection with the con-

fibers, it has been possible to inject this

sheqth thereby demonstrating its continuity from the
ariculo-v13ntricular node to its terminals in the myocardium.
Hence, we have a definite conducting system in the
heart composed of inodified '1'Juscular tissue.

It has been

rqneatedly de'llonstrated histologically, confirmed hy nost
'llorte'll exa'Tlinations, and proved by physiological experimentation th:l t thl s system serves for the autonomic origin

12

of the impulse as wel 1 as for its distribution to the
entire myocardium.

'
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BRIEF SK111TCH OP ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY

HISTOrtY:- Electrocardiography is based upon the
funda111ental physical fact that a current flows from a
point of greater to one of lesser potential.

The im-

pulse, a.rising in the sine-auricular node, presumably a.
r9sult of a biocheinical phenomenon, flows along the conducting syste111 toward the ter111inals which are points of
l,.,sser uotential than th,2 node.

It is the record of

the course taken by the iinnulse in its passage along
the conducting

s~rstem

that we cal 1 the electrocardiogram.

Electrical phenomena in animals had long been famil:i.ar to th'? Greeks 11nd Romans who used them for therapy.
But the first attempt to explain these biological phenomena is found in the experiments in electrophysiology
by John Hunter (1) in 1773 upon the electric ray fish.

The first real advance, the birth of s:rstematic ordered
physiology goes to Luigi Galvani (2) who in 1790 demonstrated
~inute

q

frog nerve-muscle preuaration activated

electrical cell.

~r1ith

The flow of electrical currents

from points of higher potential to those of lower was

'

a

first obs8rved by Nobili (12) in 1824 shortly after his
invention of the galvanometer.

This instrument armed

the laboratory worker with an indi snensable piece of
equipment for research in muscle physiology.

The next

-

-----------------------------
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step forvvard was taken by Carlo Mattencei in 1842 ( 13)
when he demonstrated the rheoscopic frog effect.

He

placed the sci8.tic nerve of one frog leg upon the exposed l'TlUscle of the 09posite leg.

By stimulating the

sciatic nerve of the second leg, he caused a contraction
in both legs.

Thus he showed that the fir st leg had not

con tr acted fro"!l a sti mulu.s applied directly to its
ner,1e but from a current of action transmitted through
the second in consequence of its contraction.

Finally

carrie Kolliker and Muller's {4) discovery in 1856, that
the beRting excised heart produces impulses sufficiently strong to cause contraction of a rheoscopic frog leg.
This proved the
In

autonomic origin of the impulse.

1878, Sander son and Page {13) de111onstr ated

currents produced by the he art 1 s action with a Li nnmann
capillary electrometer.

This instrument is a very sensi-

tive column of mercury which registers minute differences
in notential.

However, the inertia of the mercury column

is too great to give the accurate contur to the waves
caused by t;he electrical di.scharge; the equipment was

•

extremely tempermental, failing without apparent reason
at the most inopportune moments; and the heart had to be
contacted directly which excluded it from any possible
clinical application.
The solution to the lead difficulty was found in

15

188'7 by tValler (14) who dernonc:itrated that satisfactory
records could be obtained ''<Tith the capillary electro~eter

by placing zinc plates on the external surface of

the chest wall.

He connected a pair of zinc electrodes,

moistened with salt solution, and held in place by
chamo:l. s skin, to the front and back of the chest and
mqde the necessary connections with his Lippman electro111eter.

A stylus device, attached to the mercury colunm.

of the ol'ectro111eter, made contact with a smoked drum and
reco.:.·ded the "10vements of the mercury. Waller, likewise,
incornor ated a time device and a simultaneous cardiographic apparatus in his set-up.

From his records thus ob-

tained, he concluded that the electrometric readings
began a little before the
wave.

<.~orresnonding

cBrdiographic

He also took le ads from the hands and feet with

go od re su 1 t s •
The final step in the evolution of the means of detecting and graphically recording changes in electropotGntial during cardiac activity were made by Adler in
1 8 9'7 and Einthoven in 1903 ( 15).

The invent ion of the

string galvanometer by the former made quantitative

'

m~asurement

of electropotential possible.

Einthoven

took Adler's galvanometer and added a reflecting system
to the string.

Then he

uro~ected

a moving photogranhic film.

his string shadow upon

This arrangement wt th a few

16

"Tlinor rc;fj_nements is the basis of the electrocardiograph
used today.
E<¥,UIPMl:!.NT: - An electrocardiograph may be defined
as a comolete asse'Tlblage of physical apparatus required
t.') take records of the :ninute electrical currents generated 1'Ti th each cardiac cycle ( 16).
ly consists of the following:

This e qui nment usual-

a recording galvanometer,

an optical system, a recording camera, a time recording
device, appropriate electrodes, and a current control
untt or control box.
The galvanometer most commonly employed is the
string instrument of Einthoven.

In this type of galvan-

on:ieter a vor:; delicate fiber of quartz, coated with
silver or gold to mRke it a conductor, is stretched
vertically between the poles of powerful electromagnets.
The tension of the string can be varied by means of a
micrometer adjustment attached to its upper connection.
When a current Passes through Ruch a string placed in
a magnetic field, it deflects in a direction which is
at r·ight angles to both the plane of the field and the
axis of the string.

'

This is due to the

in~eraction

of

the magnetic field nroduced by the current in the string
and th8.t of the fixed magnet, tending to strengthen the
field on one side of the string while weakening that on
the other.

The direction of movement is determined by

17

the direction of cm•rent flow through the string.

By

connecting the body to the galvanometer by means of
suitable electrodes, the heart action current can thus
he Dassed through the string c 11using its deflection.
The ontical system on most modern sets of equipment consists of a s8ries of lenses very much like a
~icroscone.

A brilliant spot of light is focused upon

the string very similarly as does the condenser on a
microscope center the light on a slide.

An adjustable

objective is nlaced on the opposite side of the string
and an appr•opr1ate ocular farther out.

By focusing the

objective, an enlarged image of the string can be projected upon a screen or sensitive film.

V;hen the latter

is used, a photograph of the string can be taken.
The -ohotographjc camera consists of a -mechanism
for moving a plata, f:i.lm, or bromide paper et an even
rate behind a narrow slot, the size of which is controlled by a shutter.

A small portion of the projected

string i.s allmllled to pass through this slot and is again
focused by a cylindr:tcal lens to a fine line.

Mo st mach-

ines carry a transoarent metric scale of ruled lines be-

'

hind the lens or etched upon it to give ordinate lines
on the record.
Time interv11ls are recorded upon the record by
various devices; tuning forks, spoked wheels, clock work,

18

etc., have all served the purnose.

All of these merely

interrupt the stream of light at regular intervals in
th~

corn~r

of the slot and thus inscribe regular inter-

vals unon the record.
Electrodes usually are of German silver, zinc or
lead all of which
tour of the limbs.

CRn

be easily moulded to fit the con-

They are covered with absorbent

mR.terial, wet with saline, and applied with bandages or
straps.
The control box consists of a series of switches
and resistances.

Each box differs Nith the manufacturer's
1

design of machine.

In general their function j_s to se-

lect varions leads; to protect, through shunts, the
string; to provide a rheastat for introducing a compensatory .:mrrent to offset the current of gl&.ndular activity,
skin current, etc.; and to provide a system for standardization or

conmar~_son.

This constitutes the modern electrocardi ographic
equipment almost exclusively used today.

More recent

developments vrill be discussed later, but, since this
equipment is

•

f;s

yet in the experimental stage, it is o-

mitted from standard equipment.
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THE NOHMAL ELEGTHOCAHDIOGRAM

LEADS AHD ·rHHEE RECOHDS: -

As the electrocardlogram

19nicts the uath of th? excitation wave of the heart as
it Das se s from the si

no-anr~

cular node over the condnct-

ing systern to the rriyocardium, the electrocardiograph
rnust f:trst
~inute

reg~_ster

and then record this impulse or

electrical discharge.

To perform these require-

rrients the above described pieces of equipment are used
in the following manner:
VJaller de111ons trated in 1887 that the he art current
could be taoned from the surface and as a consequence
three 10ads ar·3 conventionally used.

Generally a zinc

olate is placed over the two arms and left leg
gauze nad so11ked 1n saline beneath.
s·?cured i nt'i nosi ti on hy

bandagr~

h~wing

a

These plates a2'.'e

or strans.

ha7e been arbitrarily na'Tled I, II, and III.

These le ads
Lead I is

the combination of right arm and left arm; lead II the
rigbt arm and left leg: while lead III is left arrn and
left leg (17).

There has been some discussion of late

upon a fourth le ad but we shall pass over th9.t for the

•
Th•~se

metal sheets are connected to the string gal-

vano'11eter by wires soldered to their surfaces.

·rhe

electrical W8.Ve of th·3 heart passes through the body,

into the zj_nc

nl::it~s,

galvanometer 'Vhere

over the leD.1 vHres, and into the

i_ ts

nas sage through the string causes

a deflection.
To record the 'ieflections, it j_s necessary to illu~1nate

the quartz fiber string with electric light,

the r~ys of ~hich are centered and condensed on the
string.

As tl!is -:iuartz fiber is only twelve one hun-

rJr9d thousandths of an inch in diameter, half as thick

as a red blo,yi
sl:,1dmv

-.,.r~.

<..~Orp;rncle,

This enlarged sh11dow is pro.i ected

th lenses.

n non th2 f

·-:ic0

it is nl;eessary to P1agn:i.fy its

of a car;-iera hav:i.ng a motor 1,•1hich feeds

stated sneed of one inch uer second.

The photograuhic

P·2p:rn1uction of the Yi10Ve'11ents of the rriagn5.fied string

shado•r.r, thus made,

j

s called an electrocardiogram.

MEASUi:UlJG DBVICES:- The electroocardiogram must have

sc 9.le

div~

sions on it so that one can measure the he ighth

and width of' the various summits and depr<3ssions which
<1r~

·vrttten b7J the excitation wave. of the heart, in

order to

'

dete~mine

whether the waves lie

cented li 1r1.t s of normal.

~ithin

the ac-

These scales are secured by

ulacing a rule1 nlate of glass behind the lens of the
c.~a""llera

to giv-9 th~~ or:linates and h:y a r-an~.rn~r rotating

-

..."

~
f
(J

~========~--
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ing tun:ine:; fork.

Having these lines and knowing the

·
' re snonse,, accu r a t e, rqeasurernents can be taken for
s t.Jr1ngs

cw1marison 1·1ith the normal (18).

Before tne record is

taken, the string is adjusteJ to give a deflection of
ona

~illi'Tieter

ner "llillivolt inout.

Vi H.VES ;.\.ND 'l1EriMilJOLOGY: - •rhe type and for'TI of recor•d

ol)t<-3.ined '''hen a o•:i.tj_ent undergoes an

elec~rocardiograrn

as exnlained above 5_s denendent partly upon the lead
e~nloycd:

two lGads do not give ~dentical records (19).

Hence, three

se~arate

r~cords

are obtained in the class-

ical Jl<:>ctrocardiographic study, and, as will be nointed
out lut·Jr, a fonrth lead has br:en used by so11e investj g•1tors alo·ng

·.'Ji

th the ti:1re e eonventional leads.

pro·n e2-'Jctrocardiograms upon apparer~tly normal

he arts, a

'TIO

re· or less con st ant record is obtained.

The waves or defl9ctions of the tracings have heen arbj tra".'ily designated

P,

~i,

R, S, and T.

If reco!'ds a!'e

taken simnlt:meously in leads I and III, the algebraic
sum of these waves will yield lead II.

This was stated

by Einthoven in his rule that le8.d I plus III equalled
II (20).

Hence, vnriations may occur in one of the

three le8.ds and be totally absent from another.

This

makes obvious the pciint that all th1-e e leads should be
carefully examined for variations from the normal.
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In

~an,

according to Willius (21), the

~ectrocqrd

iogr'lm is com1'.)osed of an A.Uri cular and a ventricular
:

component; the former being renresented by the P wave;
the latter by the Ct, R S and T v.raves.

The P wave ap0ears

on 1,,he record as a smoothly rounded wave just preceding
the sharp H wave.

rt reaches its height comparatively

slowly and drops to the baseline to remain there until
th13 ventricular complex arrives.

The Q and S deflect-

ions, v1hen nr e sent, are short abrupt peaks directed
downward or negative to the P and H waves.

They blend

with the ascending and descending waves of the R respecti vely.

The R wave is usually tall and has an aTl'lplitude

of deflection of from ten to fifteen millivolts.
a very rro id deflection of abrupt contour.

It is

Then follows

a period of rest with the T wave apnearing after the

Q R S deflection.

It is a rounded wave similar to the

P wave and generally of an amplttude of three to seven
millivolts.

The T wave is sometimes followed by a small

blunt wave designated as
As

8.

u.

normal tracing, lead II will be discussed for

the meaning of the various waves.

Numerous experiments

as well as autopsy findings upon cardiac patients have
been correlated with the electrocardiographic records
to indicg,te that the P wave occurs in relation to auricular systole and pr0bably indicates the conduction path

23

of the tmpulse through the auricular nmscle (22).

This

statemGnt is fortified by the fact that the P wave is
'·

absent in cases of auricular fibrillation when dynamic
contraction of the

a~1ricle

is knovm. to have ceased.

The QR S complex is definitely ventricular; its
for~

and direction are determined by the course taken

by the wave of excitation through the ventriculBr nn1scle, and its duration by the time consumed hy the wave
in co111nlettng s11ch nassage (23).

The course traversed by

the wave of excitation through the ventricular musculature
has been do,termine d both by dissection and experimental
physiology to be a special type of modified muscle tissue,
the Bundle of His, which constitutes the conducting
system to the ventricles.

It has been shown that the

rate of conduction through this system is ten times
thRt of ord:tnary cardiac muscle (24).
The Q R S complex is followed by a straight line
'1\lh it.~h indicates a f i1irly uniform equalization of electric
effects tn all nortions of the ventricle.
The T wave is still wtthout a definite exnlanation
(25).

It is cl early an indication of a ventricular

event and is perhaps an exDression of a relaxation or
d8cline of th8 st ate of excitation in the ventricular
muscle (26).

Nn"!lerous theories have been offered as an

exnlanation of this phenomenon but none are quite con-

24

..

clusi ve.

The wave, however, has considerable prognostic

significance and explanation of its origin may in the
future increase its prognostic value.
Likewise, the l"lleaning of the inconstant U wave,
so'11eti "Ties f 0und following the T wave, has eluded exnln.nation to date (26).
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I

INDU i!..Tl UN s }'Uri bLEO'.f1rll)<JJ+.li.DIOGR APHI c

s·ru DY

According to c. Black (27) in a recent article in
the Medicine Klinic, the following eonditions are indications for electroeardiograDhic study:
1.

In cii9.gnns1s, urognosjs, and therany in various heart diseases.

2.

coron3ry occlusion, myocardial infarct.

3.

Chronic degernative myocarditis.

4.

Acute myocarditis.

5.

Pericardi tis.

6.

Arhythmi a.

7.

Digitalis intoxication.

8.

Myocardial affections preceding:
a.

Ooerative procedures.

b.

Antiluetic therany, salvarsan.

c.

For any other nrocedura'3 8mharr as sing
the he art.
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REVIEW 01" CLINICAL ELEGTROCAHDIOGRAPHY

Any method which oromises to make us keener in
det<3cting what 1 s '."lrong •,vi th the sick man and in e sti-rnating the effect of s 1 1ch ailment upon his health and
welfnre deserves at least a fair trial.

If it stands

the trial and is available to the average patient, it
becomi::i s anoth0r effective weapon in our fight against
d.is0ase (28).

The electrocardiograph has stnod this

test and is now available to the averag~ hospital nati ent.

No heart can be considered completely analyzed

at the present time until it has been given the advantage of electrical study.
The eli:rntrocardiogranh reaches itR clinical sc""le in
the study of cardiac arhythrt'lias but ts, nevertheless,
very valuable iri other he 9.rt disorders.

Sinus arhythmia,

oremRtUr"'1 rontract:kr.., naraxysmal tachycardia, auricular
flutter,

auri culr.i.r fibrillation, complete and partial

heart block, ventricular preponderance, bundle branch
block, and myocardial infarction will be considered and
typical electrographic tracings presented as given by
1

'Ji llius ( 29).

SINUS flRHY·rHMIA: - The simplest distur•bance in

cardiac rhythm is known as sinus, or respiratory,

LVX

(wi1fi11t.s.)
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arhythmia.

It is a benign physiological phenomenon

gener A.l ly occurring in children.

Wiggers ( 30) st ates

that careful exa:nination of the electrocardiogram shows
rnore or less variation fro:n beat to beat with a tendency
for cycles to shorten durtng inspiration and to increase
d.uring expiration.

It iridi

c:~tes

that the discharging

respiratory center, located near the vagus center in
the medulla, s'?nds inhibatory imDulses to the latter,
c iinsing its re le 8.S'? and a consequent brief acceleration
of the heqrt.

He found th1s condition present in a

large number of normal young men 1.111hom he examined and
states that the condition j_s of no s:tgntficance whatever.
·l

'

'\,

,J
l

I
I

j

PHEIVL.;'I10HE GoN'fHAGTIONS: - premature contractions,

or extra-systoles, are one of the most common causes of

f

cardiac arhythmia of adult life.
t
f

exposed rnammali an he arts -.·vi th electric shocks has proved

r
t

!I
i
't

EX!Jerimenta l study uoon

that the he art 1 s response to stimuli is not proportion'i

'I
l

11te, but is alwa:v s maximal ( 31) confor111ing to th0 all or

I

II

·l

non<? law of Bowdilick.

J

intensity can cause a contraction provided the rrn1scle :is

t

f

not in a refractory state, i.e. unable to respond due to

t

i

I
f

i

t

I

Thus, any stinmlus of Quff]c:i.ent

l

~

a neriod of recovery following each contract ion.

These

i

1

j

i

I
'

l
;

l

i
,!

conditions give the typical tracing as shown: and early
stimulus causes a contraction before the expected regular
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contraction initiated from the S-A node, the heart then
becomes refractory and in

c~onsequ•3r1ce

does not respond

when the legitimate impulse arrives from the pacemaker.
Hence,

W8

find a pa,1se following each extra systole, the

cornpensRtory uause, after which nor"nal rhythm is estab11shed.
Premature contrrict ions may arise from an.y position
of th0 veni,ri cl es, auricles, or au1•iculo-ven tricular
.iunct ional tis sue.

They are in i•eali ty ectopic con-

tractions which nrise from foci of greater irritlbility
than thG surrounding tissue.

They may appear regularly,

int3rrupting the rhythm at definitely recurrent intervals or their appearance may be wholly haphazard. Their
occurrence every second beat is referred to as "coupled
beats".

Ho 1vever, more often they occur with such a lack

of uniformity that the rhyth'TI is alrnost totally irregular.
The nreRence of Dremature contractions does not
inriicate organ:i c heart 1isease (:':>2).

PremA.ture contract-

ions are fr131Uently obs -:>rved in nerfectly healthy individuals and are un"~?~tl~-~bly the expression of increased
c•irdiac ir:".'itability which may be the result of cardiac
nenro si. s, exce s sj_ve use of tobacco, tea, coffee, sti mulating drugs, and e 11otional stress.
1

It is true that premat-

ure contractions may occur in pati13nts Vlith serious heart
di_S"'?ase 1mt the diagnosis of cardiac pathology should not

(_Willi"'-)

111fc...-V'«-4.ptt..'4.

"

by
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.·
be :nade

u~on

site fro11

the uresence of extra-systoles alone.

whici~

The

the8e aberant i"l1DU18es arise does not

se8rn to effect th0 nrogn0sis,

PAFtO.AYSIVIAL TACh"'YCAB.DlA: - In the strict sr:mse of the
terrn, this condition comprises three forms of cardiac
acceleration v1hich arise from the production of abnormal
stimuli in the ventricles, the auricles, or the auriculoventricul~r

junctional tissues.

The origin of the im-

pulse in these for'Tis of tachycardia is ectopic; that is,
in some area of the hea:ct away from the sine-auricular
node.

Tachycardia results whenever any of these centers

discharges periodically and at a rate greater than that
of th0 sine-auricular node, thus becoming the nncernaker
of the he art ( 30).
Paroxysmal tachycardia is characterlzed by the
sudden i nceuti on nf an extremely rapid rhythm, of variable dnration, and nsually of abrupt termination.

The

condition as it occurs in man is not yet fully understood,
acco:r>ding to Willius (34).

The cause, he states is pro-

bably best attributed to "increased cardiac irritability".
Clini c~11 obs"!rvations of interest but 1.1vi thout scientific
confir·ng_tion are the frequency With which such attacks
ar8 precipitated by some emotional disturbance, their
apu"!arance in individuals of an unstable nervous make-up,
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and the failure to discover any organic basis for such.
Th'1se facts tend to support the neurogenic or functional
theory as to the etiology of the condition.

The prognosis

rlenends upon the presence or absence of concurrent cardiac
dise~rne.

The tachycardia is in itself quite benign and

easily controlled With sma_Ll doses of quinidine.

AlJHICULAH. F'LUT'rER: - Auricular flutter is an acceler-

ation of the nlrtcular rate over 200 per minute.
occur

It may

a fqirly nermanent disturbance of cardi_ac action

RS

or it may occur as a distinctly paroxysmal disorder,
wi t~1 an abrupt onset and a cor.,..espondi ngly abrupt termination.
The disturbed mechanism responsible for auricular
flutter has been worked out experiment ally by Lewis ( 35)
by i:ipnlying rapid, rhythmic induction shocks at varying

rates to the auricles.

It was found that the snread of

the wave of excitation through the auricular mass was
~

V<H'Y

rGgular and th9.t the activation of the same portion

of th-3 riuricu.lar tissue occurred during the whole cycle.
once the m,echanis11 'JI.Ins started, its contini:ation was entirely independent of the original stimulus and the
flutter was maintR.ined by a wave continuously traveling
through the aur:i cnlar "11.as s and returning to its point of
inception.

The wave constituted a continuous circulating

AuY-ic.ul~v

F;b Y-i:lltA.tioV\.
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rnechanis'!l called by Lewis a "circus movement".
Anricular flutter occurs in many different heart
:iis'3ases and is n,-)t cha::."acteristic of any p8.I'ticular one.
It is rJrob':lbly most frequently observed in cases of
mitral stenais, es'leclally when the lesion is Viell 1:td-

vanced, after conslderable
occ 0 ~.rred,

enlqrge~ent

of the heart has

ar-:1 Darticul9rly when hc,art fa} lnre

In these cases it

:i s

j_g

nresent.

nrone to e.xi st as a Pr.?rmanent me ch-

ani sm unti 1 c orr<?cte d by treatYl'lent.

It is a rather

eonr10n occ1Jrrence in exopthalmic goiter, in which it

usu ally anns ars

8.8

a <)a ·,'.'oxys:nal phenomenon and very often

terrr1in8.tes soontan0ously.
h;ny~rtensive

Flntter ls not uncorrtmon in

heart disr-rnse, during the state of failure,

and is l i 1{0ly to alt'3i>nate with auricular fjbrj_llation.
It has be,3n obs•:H'ved in adhesive peric:ar·ditis, coronary
-:iis0ase, arid eont·:enital heart diSf.3ase.

r1.Ui:UGULAR FIB:ULLATION:- This 18 essentially the
88.''1'9

cnn:-lit ion

r.;_s

flutter, thrit is, a circus rnovement,

exc0ot thR.t th~ circnlqti_ng wave does not pnrsue a fixed

course qs :in f lntter but nn 1ergo e 3 a change in its nlane
1

of acttv:1 ty fr•o'TI time to time.

Thi.s nrorlncos a completely

i r::"-:?gular ::"hythrn so "Ylarked as to be palpable at the radt al
D11_l·:;0.

This concl-itlon constitutes about fifty percent of

ti,e CR.ses of oc:rsistant ca1'di.ac arhyth:mj_as but 111ay be
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in all

t':0s0 C'.isGs l·ist,-?d ab-'JVe :ir. 'Vhich aur'lcular flutter is

REA.HT BLOCK: - 'TJ llius d 0 fines heart block as nny
c~ond:i.tion

'·.;hic~1

1nto1•:fGc'es

1: 1

:5-th conduction of the impulse

frcr1 a11ri.cl08 to ventrj_cles through the 8.nriculo-vcmtri-

cml •1r hundle.

Three types o:f heart block exj st; complete,

part1al and delayed conduction.
1.

comDlrc:te block

is

Chli.l'acterized by an extremely

slow ventricular rato, usually around thirty beats each
~i.nute.

Sinc8 ther-e are no impulses ar1•iving through

the nor·1e.l conducting system, the ventricle sets up its
0wn

!Jace~ake:::·,

i1ioventricular rhythm, in soMe nart of

the ventricular "1uscle y1rnss.

Comulete heart block :in
causes,

ac(~ot>cling

Th'? aurj cular ratg ma;. r be

~an

to Willius.

results

fro~

various

Tl:ese are Chiefly due to

lesi0ns of the ntrio--ventriculr:ir node and bundle; from
asnhyx:5.a; from drugs such as digitalis, strophanthus,

and s qui 11, and occasionally from vagal influences. The
r'l'lost

com'l10n lesion involving the bundle conducting system

r•0sults from arterio sclerosis.

Thr>or1b()Sis of the coron-

ary arteries sunnlyin6 the A-V node and bundle cause
Ji_ ffic;i_lty in conduction although a gross lesion is not

-

-

-

----
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-------------------
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11~·,~sent.
.,

Other lesions 9re gunr"'la, areas of CRlci ficat-

ion, ]nfarction of' ::.::0ntum, ulcerat:ive endorcardj_t5.s, and
V8rious types of cellular 5nfiltration and degeneration.
Partj_al hlock j_jffers from complete block in

2.

that so "1 J a111•i.c 1lar impulses ai->e conducted through the
1

conducting system to provoke ventricular response.
i al hlock

wj

Part-

th a t·.vo to one relationship is the type

frr:iq1co nt ly se0n.

1110

st

Partial block may exj_ st as a temp or s.ry

type an1 is often as socj_ated with complete bloclc. Prob':i.bly it is frequently the forerunner of established
cornnlete block.

The causes and clinical significance

of partial and cornnlete henrt block are similar.
3.

Delayed auriculo-ventrici1lar conduction is a

eondi t ion in ·n.rh i c'.--1 the i ""'1Puls e is slowed in its pas sage
throng'.1 the A-V node and His bundle.

It may result from

,J.is,.,11se Df the noie or bundle, fror:i. asphyxia, from cer-

tain drugs, and from vagal influences.

The condition

annears in the granh as a lengthened P-R interval above
the accepted normal of thj_rteen one hundredths to
t'Nenty-one one· hundredths seconds.

It may also be due

to causes similar to those gi vin1.5 complete or par ti al
block.

During recent years, delayed

obsgrved in cases of

rheum~tic

fever.

conduc..~tion

has been

It rnay be caused

by vagal influence and cases in which demonstrable nath-

ology is not apparent, a subcutaneous injection of the
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physiologj_c dose of ntropin should be given to rule out
this condition.

VE1'f[1i-GGJI..,.Jt Fi:~LPONDEHaHGE: -

Einthoven was the first

tn asso.ciR.te certain varL-1tions in direction of the
initial v .3ntricular crn~np l:3xes with hypertrophy of the
left or• right vantricle (:36).

He described exaggeration

of the R wave i.n lead I and of the S wave in lead III as
indicgtive of left ventricular hypertronhy.

Conversely,

he associqted exagger.,~tion of the S wave in li:iad I and
of the R in lead III wtth hypertrophy of the right ventrit.

cle.

T~ese rules may hold hut often there is found the

exception wf1:ere the electro-cardiogram and clinical find..;

It
I

ings ·io not coincide.

This discrepancy arises when the

terms "n repon der ance" and "hypertrophy" become confused.
ventricular preponder·ance, as seen in the electrocardiogram,
is the axpression of the electrical effects of one ventricle in ralation to the other.

It is true that an hyper-

trophied ventricle gives a greater response than its
fellow hut the electrical balance of the two charnhers can
be disturbed in a heart of normal size and weight.

The

uosi tion of the he art in the chest '"fill effect the record,
hence, unifor?TI position :rru.st be insisted upon.

Bundle-

branch block often gives a similar tracing but is accomnanied by other changes which make differentration read-

Tl,
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ily possible.

G0i-t0N Atf'{ TlliWivlBUSlS: - M:J ocardial infarction, due

generally to cor,onary tllro'ribosis, gives a typical
record at various periods fol lovving the accident.

Fre-

quent tracings are necessary to detect the changes which
occur in the electroc11rdiogram in this condit:ton.

At

ti"l'les, chqnges apr)ear within thirty·minutes after the
occb1sion while in others thirty-six to forty-eight
hours '11ay need elapse before changes are noted.

The

rnost constant findings are inversion of and high take
off of the T wave.

Depending upon the area in which the

infarct is located, various condi ti. ons may appear such
as bundle -branch bloclc if the conducting system be included.
If the patient recovers,the electrocardiogram
often returns to normal within six months to a year ( 37).

BUNDLE BRANCH BLOCK: - Mnch uncertainty and 1:1ffe!'-

ence of

opinion have existed regarding the meaning of

changes in form and delay in execution of the Q R S complex.
Recent investigators (38), however, have given a nmoh
clearer idea concerning these graphic changes.

It has

been shown that the form of the Q R S complex is dependent upon the course of the excitation wave through the
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ventricular 1rn1sculature, i.e., along the His bundle and
its branches.

The duration of the complex depends upon

the time t11ken b;r the excitation wave in completing its
course ov?' the Bundle of His and branches.

ExDerirnent-

al work unon dogs in Vlh:l ch the bundle is cornr:>lotely divided and human trocin;:i:s correlateo with autopsy findings have proved that the increased duration of Q R S
co111nlex i . s the vnost reliable indiCAtion of complete
bundle branch block, although the degree of the deflections of amDlltude cannot be overlooked •.

The Q R S inter-

val us1rnlly ranges between twelve and eighteen hundredths
seconds.

Increased length of QR S is generally accompan-

ied by exaggerated amplitude and inverted T wave.

In

cornl_)lete right bundle branch block, the <i R S complex is
un in lead I and inverted T wave; the reverse is found
in lead III.

Left bundle branch block is exactly opnos-

i te to this.

Consld er able note 'bing of the Q R S comnlex

is generally seen.
Bundle branch block may be only par ti al and may be
due tn nutritional defects as in coronary disease.
may occur in heart failure from many causes.

It

It also may

result from fatigue as in a greatly hypertrophied heart
with impaired conduction.

The most common causes, how-

ever, are coronary disease and hypertension.
Bundle brR.nch block is a very significant finding
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and furnishes reliable evidence to vard prognosis.
1

Sixt;1-fiv e nercent die of he art disease within thj rteen
months afte-'.' the annearance of such changes (09).

CURRENT LITEH.ATURE: - Thus we. see that the common

cardiac irregularitj.es can be readily analyzed by the
electrocarcliogrR_Dh.

And it is in the dj_agnosis of these

di st·1rbances in rhythm that the electrocardiograph finds
its chief field of usefulness.

However, the physician

of today finds the he art records of value in other cardiac conditions as -uell.
Walker (40) states that the electrocardiograph has
a very definite place in medicine.

He accordingly recom-

mends graphic study in cardiac arhythmias; nreoneratively
to .iudge the degree of cardiac l')OWer and integrity; to
detect ventricnlar imbalance, preponderance; in the control of digitalis therapy; in the prognosis of many
diseases: as a guide in the convalescence in acute fevers;
and as an instrumE:nt for research.
With these indications in mind, many investigations
have been conducted both upon the experimental animal and
man with the compilation of valuable data, all of vmich
adds to our understanding of the heart and its diseases.
The clinical significance of changes in the P wave have
been studied and re vi e\l\/ed by Goddard and Smith.

Smith ( 41)
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st ates that the P wave is nor!'llally upright, rounded, and
111e asures fro'Tl t'·'\O to four millimeters in height.

I ts

base ".lleasnr es around one-tenth second and occupies about
one-third of auricular systole.
follo1~1ed

It is occasionally

by a slight dip; the nuricular T ·.r1ave is gener-

ally obscured or obliterated hy the Q R S complex.

A.b-

nor'11ali ties in this wave are seen in extra systole arhythrni a, which is not clinically of prognostic significance;

auricular and ven tricL1lar paroxysmal tachycar-dia; and
auricular fibrillation and flutter.

A serrated P wave

is often seen in flutter and a nor111al wave in ffj_brillation.

Ger ande 1 {4~:n st ates th at an inverted P wave

:i_

s

interor-eted 11s indi C'1ting a systole of thP auricle due to
an nbnor1'11al stimulus Das sing up from the node of Tawara
to the nuricle.

Goddard (4::5) found the most important

changes in the P wave in mitral stenosis, manifested by
an

incr•~ase

wave.

in height and broadening of the base of the

The T wave is normally higher than the P, hence,

the P-T ratio is less than one.

When this relation is

found g1•eat c:ir than one, auricular h:,-pertrophy is suggested.
An increased height of the p wave occurred in fifty-tbree
percent of his s-:ven hundred cases.

However, he states

th8t there are nrobably other factors which influence the
heigh.t of th8 P '~-·ave.

section of the vagus nerve will

produce a heigthened P wave in dogs.

He concludes that

-----

----------

- -

-------------------------
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the dogmatic statement that all cases of heightened P
wave 7188.n auricular hypertrophy and that all cases of

'11itral stenosis vvill show a high P wave is open to gr-eat
chances of error.

As stated nreviously, the electrocard-

iograYfl must be used in conjunction vlith clinical findings
in all cases.
Thg QR S corm lex is d1.sc1J.ssed by Wi llius (44) in

a recent article in the Proceedings at Mayo Clinic.

He

said that the electrocardiogram is the graphic inscription of th,,

chang~s

in electric notential occurring in

the heart ·l'IJ.uscle preceding cardiac activity.

The QR S

complex is the initial phenomenon of ventrjcular activIt lasts one-tenth second and is the record of the

ity.

trB.ns'Tiission of thg C'.:lrdiac imp 1.llse through the ventricular conducting systerri; the A-V node, bundle of His,
and the branches.

Interference with this

l~onduction

cal led bloc ~c and. is ei th8r com0lete or incomplete·.
onary sclern:?is is the

~·19ctively.
g

l~ctroc

'110

is

Cor-

st c0rrJr.1on c anse of hlock "Ji th

Bundle branch block is manifested in the

8.rdiogr am by notched,

j_

rregulnr, and widened

Abno-r''nalj_ti es j_n the T •nave are reviewed by Barnes
(Mi) who jP,SCI'ibes the T wave as the record of the sum~ation

nf the electro-ootential forces developed by the
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fri:ictionute co·npon·?nts of tLe ventricular co'nponents of

t qt j_ m

'ff<

rl c:ontract ion;

or the alg,:hr aic s1.un·1,{t :ton of

fe"!:'es .vith ei_ther side 8.nd not the other will produce T
1

'111.qve ch>:tnges.
1 v~we

He lists

Y.3

the most common causes of T

abn0ry1alities, strain on the left ventricle as in

hyn8rtension, delay in conduction :tn one bundle branch
.:::J_1rning one ventricle tu contr,ict ahead of the other,
~1nd acnte coronnry 0CClusion.

Changes can also occur

as a result of the action of toxin3 or b;;' purely rrirc:chan-

ic>:J.l 11138.Ds.

These changes may or may riot be serious to

th13 ind:tvidual.

Graybiel and ·~ihite (46) found tLe T wave

q8f:'fymia i1n''l thyrotoxicos:'Ls.

They e"'1Dhasized thqt c11u-

tion should "he e:x~r·ci:=ied in 'H11g:nosj_s

1

'd.th only inverted

T waves and no other finding~ as a basis.
Hur~thal

Likewise,

(47) has sited that tvro cases in his kno\rJl13dge

h':id jnve,,..ted T v1aves before a coronar•y attack, ''lere upright im~1edir1.tely follov1ing the attack, and later again
beca'"'le inverted.

He Peconmends early electrocardiograms

A.nd reliance upon clinical measures in such emergencies.
Par-deG

notched

(48) states thn.t an electrocardiogram nrith a

:.i R S comnlex, vent..r•ieular nreponderance, and
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ch••n g 8
rl'J

'"

~.

n the T wave, 1r.1i t

1·.

clinical findings indicate

'lf'ke
rl mvoo
a rd~_ al darnage as nroduc.ed by acute c0ronary
. .
v

occlusion.
f~

These findings were investigated and con-

Yl'n.ed b:I sur•gical l:'Lt;ation of the coronary arteries in

the dog by

Fo 1 ~rler

( 4'.J).

He tied the small branches of

both the 10f t and r ie;ht coronary art ori es and took ·el•3ct:roc:a.edi:::igr 9.'Tls im"'1ediately following.
in l t

9

In each case,. a def-

alter riti on of the T vr ave ':!as nroduced.

took tr8.cings follrY·vinis the oner•ing of ti::e
d thout tying a vrassel and found

'•1

1efinite T wava chang0s.

He also

neric~1rrlium

th 0 t this also r.roduced

Hence, he concluded that, since

a rlef:iriite nwoc'll'cli.al l<-•sion could be demonstrated followin1,:s each nrocedure, changes in the T v1ave as seen in the

e l0ctr-0cardi ogr a111 are j_ndicativ e of a myocardial lesion.

l

Christi1m {50} states thA.t :i_f repeated electrocardiograms
s.re '11ade in rnyocc1rdial infarction, besides certain arhythrr'!ias

.._~t-.canges

b8 found.

:in the ven1.1r·icular comulex in all leads may

Vdv::n they do

()Cl:ur

he thinks they are E,lrriost

neB.r in the T vYave:J as high take-off of the first nRPt of
the

V!qve

l.nd imrc.ir<::_.i<.Jli
a '.l~een, •vi.th
<

'if

oh'lne
t
''"'c .

()

tt...'19 T

"T
,.,

ave.

These findin~s substanti8.t0 our clinicnl annlic13ti1m of
thA 0lectrocardiogrw:ri to he,1rt cases and seerris to make

firm +::he <.iog:nati c state·-nent that altered T waves with obvi ous clin:Lc .<11 s:vf'llntoms rr1ean myocardial dans.ge generally

Jue to covon 'J.:..•y occ:lusi on.

A

~,t.uiy

0f' t>e S-T interval has been made by

Bnc hanan ( () 1) of thq I!Iayo c;l:i.nic.

ln

one thousand ar, d

t ·10nty-e ight cases, he found th at lesions of the conduct -

ion systc3in

h'~ve

of th:J S-T

~Lnterv11l

th') hsr-i.rt ner

lene;th.

no cUstjnctive influence 1Jnor: the length

sr3

'lDd thu.t no anatomjcal

vRr~ation

i.n

can cause any alteration in the S-T

Fro'"l'l 'h1-::; stndy of ":10re than one thousand (1:1s2s,

h.J conclw1ed th11t if the horizontal !)Ort ion of the S-T
~rtgrvql

be the

exp~0ssion

if the T

YV:we

tr~ict.i.on

on one side of the line of equapotential, it

of an 1so-electric state, and

be the sxri ,•ess ion of nrP.ponder ance of con-

follows that only

so~G

factor which either accelerates

0"' r<:•tqr•:is ti-,_e ::.·ate .::if change of electropotential can

cause a variation in length of the S-T segment.

change whenr:wer

Th~

ly by

th0

'J

sent is no doubt electro-che111ic in

:-11 ve s of th0 he u:Pt can be inv8 8ti r.:ated dj r ect-

electrocqrdiograoh

the v:.n·ious

th,:it

D:t.'e

The

e~111~bers

11.1lri cnlar

throng~

of that organ.

their affect upon
Pardee (58) states

h;rner tronhy is n1anif e ste d by heightened

P '"Jave and changes in the R vrave indicate ventricular
h/YJ'jrtro~;hy;

rlysfunction.

enlargements produced by vvell known valve
The alteration in these waves is due to a

change in tissue m&ss, the normal

ratio~

between right
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and left ventricle being about one to two.

Thus, hyper-

trophy with the altered waves, can be readily differentisted from d:tlitstion in wM.ch no increase in total
tissue

'118.SS

is nresent.

White (53) working on th0 same

subject, concludes froM orservations made upon four
thousand cases at the Massachusetts• General Hospital,
that mitral and pulmonic stenosis produce abnormalities
seen as right axis d8viation while aortic regurgitation
and artet'ial .hypertension give left axis deviation.

He

likewise noted an exaggeration in the auricular complex
in pulmonic and mitral stenosis.

Anderson (54) at

Nebraska University Hospital, found cases with generalized arterio-sclerosis and hypertension showing left
axis deviation and coronary tyne of T wave, while those
with mitral stenosis showed high and notched P waves and
inverted T waves.

So the preponderance of evidence seems

to point to the cone lusion that any condition of the
heart's valves 1:vhich tends to throw a strain upon its
chamber, will eventually produce hypertrophy of that
chamber.

This hypertrophy is reflected in the electro-

cardiogram as an over response, either a heightened or
inverted wave.
Rheumatic fever is one of the most common serious
diseases of the heart.

Reid (55) states that in the

young patient, the sqmptoms noted clinically are essent-
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ially those of rheumatic fever and not those referable
to the heart.

The rheums_tic symptoms clear up readily

under salicylate

~edication

but, as shown by repeated

electrocardiogranhic tracings, the cardiac pathology may
even nrogress while under salicylate treatment.

I
I
!
'

I

The

heart changes often appear before those of rheumatism
become evident.

Rheumatic fever is exudative in its

arthritic role but proliferative in the heart.

The de-

velop'nent of the myocardial lesions, Aschoff bo,dies, may
be

r~sponsible

for one of the following electrical

changes depending upon its anatomical location in the
heart;
nercent:

1. Increase in A-V conduction time, ninety-two
2. Alteration in QR S complex, eighty nercent:

3. Changes in cardiac rhythm, thirty-four percent.

Bene-

dict (56) has observed one hundred and twenty-one patients 1,vith acute rheumatic fever and found a prolonged
A-V conduction time and lengthened P-R interval in their
electrocardiograms.

He thinks that the graphic tracings

may be the only induation of the activity of the .process.
The conclusions from findings of each of these men are
in strict harmony, namely that pathology in the heart is
generally evident both before clinical symptoms are present and after they have disappeared, either as a result
of spontaneous resolution or from the effects of medication.
Hence, the electrocardiograph is an indisnensable instru-
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ment to the clinician in his management of a rheumatic
fever case both for nrognosis and treatment.
Digitalis is the most common cardiac medicament
used today.

Its dosage is variable but clinical use has

taught us certain rules by Which we may know when a
patient is thoroughly digitalized.

These signs and symp-

toms are vomiting, pulse below sixty beats per minute,
or the apnearance of diuresis.

The electrocardiogram of

a digitalized heart is similar to thF-t of heart block.
Frequent tracings allow the nhysician to observe the
depth and effect of his medication.

According to East

and Bain (57) changes in the T wave, and in the S-T or
R-T interval may aunear as so on as two hours after the
beginning of oral administration of digitalis.

Usually

there is a denression of t)':l.e R-T or S-T phase, with flattening or inversion of the T wave.

!
I
I
I
I
l
!'

r

I

first in lead III.
,,
,;

!
;
,,I'

It
[

;I~!

II

I

I

I
t

!

!

i

i
t
l

•

These generally appear

When large toxic doses are given, there

is glurring and widening of QR S with decreased height of
R wave.

These changes may persist for some days to two

weeks after discontinuing the administration of the drug.
The question of maintenance dose of digitalis was investigated by Bremer (58) who administered digitalis by the
Eggleston method and took he art tracings at the same

~

II
·~

I
1
·~

;d*

time.

He adjusted the dose and observed the cardiac re-

sponse and concluded that the average maintenance dose
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was around twenty-five

~tnims

about one minim ner hour.

per twenty-four hours,or

He noted his first electro-

cardiogranhic changes on about one-half the Eggleston
dose.

From these experiments we see that the electro-

cardiogranh can be used to a nice advantage in guiding
therapy as well as in diagnosis.
But probably the most fertile field for electrocardiogra'!'.hy and the one yet to be completely cultivated,
is
fo

tha~

of prognosis.

rthco~ing;

Here we find spectacular results

cases anpe arint; from the surface as being

very threatening to the individual's life revealed as
harmless, while others of a more serious insidious nature unc-.overed.

Bloedorn and Roberts (59) refer to the

inverted T wave in leads I and II as bad prognost1.c
signs.

Anderson (54) states that the highest ho!P ital

~ortality

rate occurs in patients with a notched broad-

ened Q R S complex and an inverted T wave in lead I.
This means ventricular myocardial damage and the expectancy for life is only six months to one year.

Less ser-

ious prognosis is merited in cases of coronary disease
where an acute accident has produced only an inversion
of the T wave.
nor~al

Often these waves are seen to return to

in six months but there is no means for prognosti-

eating when another n.nd possibly more serious occlusion
wj 11 take ulace.

Then those cases of' cardLac irregularity,
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na.1'Tlely sinus arhythmla a.nd extra-systole, which cause
the patient so much anxiety can be definitely diagnosed
and de"11onstrated to the patient with a complete reassurance as to their haL·mless nature.

Thus we see the el.:mt:rrr

c 8.I' diogranh become an lns trurnent for separating those
malignant cardiac conditions from the benign disorders
which would certainly produce a great many psychic heart
invalids

!I I'
i
I

I

j

f

nRssed unrecognized.
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REGENT DEVELOPMENTS IN

EL~CTROGAf1DIOGRAPHY

EHROHS IN ST.tUNG GALVANOMETER: - To increase the
sensitj_vity of the string galvanometer, Forbes and
Thatcher (60) devised a hook-up of electron tubes with
the cl9.ssical string galvanometer.

A "D tube" made by

Western Electric company was used in the ampl:tfier.

It

consisted of a vacuum tube with a hot filament cathode,
m~tal

plate anode, and auxiliary electrode in the form

of a grid bet"veen these two.

The electron flow was from

nlate to filament; the grid potential controls the plate
ftlament current, thus producing

~he

amplification.

This

amplifier hooked in series with the string galvanometer
and suitable condensers allows magnification of minute
electrical currents too small to be recorded by the string
galvanometer alone.

This equipment was a definite im-

i!

provenant over the string galvanometer alone, as it gave
much more accurate tracings than before.
i

It is assent-

ally the equinment used in most hospitals today, of

which the Victor is an examnle.
There are numerous machines on the market today,
many

~f

them sufficiently compact to be classed as port-

able, which w1. ll nroduce good electrocardiograms.

,j
.1

·~

'I

,~

"

. ~

·.·.1•.·

i

How-

ever, Reid (61) noints out that the medical profession,
not being as a group carefully trained electrical engi-
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neers, has accepted or taken for granted that the string
galvanometer is the ideal instrument for detecting and
recording the electric al pot en ti al variati. ons occurring
in the h<?art cycle.

This assumntion, he says, is erron-

eous and is not in the least concurred in by electrical
engineers; these "!len use the cathode ray oscillograph
almost exclusively for recording guch minute variations
in electrical potential.

He sites the work of Caldwell

(62) at the Department of Electrical Engineering of the
Massachnsetts Institute of Technology.

Caldwell says

that his experiments show that the wave forms recorded
by the string galvanometer become distorted when frequencies ~ch in excess of twenty cycles per second are present.

A wave, the QR S complex from a normal electro-

cardiogra'll, was subjected to what is known as h8rmonic
analysis, a form of "llqthematical analysis, and it was
found th11t the fre1ue ncy of the components im.o lved
greatly exceeded twenty cycles per seccnd.

And since

the rel~tive a'11plitudes show that these higher harmonics
are of great importance in determining the wave form,
any failure to respond equally well at high

and low

frequencies must result in distortion of the wave.

The

s?cond source of error in the string galvanometer lies
in the presence of body resistance in the measuring circuit.

Under average conditions, the body resistance is
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around twenty-five huridred ohms between

t~rminals

such

as are generally used in electrocardiogranhic studies.
The string galv1mometer resistance is generally of the
san'!e

ord.')~'

of magnitude.

Hence,, the current which flows

in th0 galvanometer is controlled as much by the internal
resistance of the body as by the external resistance of
the '1'1easaring circuit.

Although the galvanometer resist-

ance is substantially constant, the body resistance may
vary due to muscle action, glandular activity, and what
not, and thus alter the shape of the wave on the record.
Both of tre se defects, i.e., failure to respond to high
and low frequencies and resistance difficulties, are eliminated by th8 cathode ray oscillogranh.
With these factors in mtnd, Caldwell, Oler, and
Peters (62) d'jsigned an amplifier to be combined with a
cathode ray oscillogr11ph which would produce a more nearly accurate wave form than that obtained with the string

galvanometer.

Omitting the details of the amplifier cir-

cuit and a technical discussion of the oscillograph, it
may be said that their equipment consisted of a four stage
resistance coupled type amplifier which delivered to a
standard type three-element Westinghouse oscillograph.
Records taken simultaneously upon this equipment and upon
the conventional string galvanometer showed striking differences.

This equipment produced satisfqctory records of
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wave forms containing frequency components up to two
hnndred anrl fifty cycles per second or five times the

.

frequency range of the galvanometer.

Furthermore, the

records obtained showed better detail in the indiv:tdual
waves which allows more accurate analysis and timing
measurements.
More recently Robertson (63) has described a similar piece of apparatus in the proceedings of the Royal
society of Medicine.
SR'Tle

9.S

His equipment is essentially the

thRt used by Caldwell et all with the e:xcention

of the e~nloyment of an English made oscillogranh.

In

brief, the equipment consists of a cathode ray oscillograph,
a time base, and a four stage amnlifier.

The chief part

of the oscillogranh is th8 cathode ray tube which produces th<> spot on the screen as follows:

Inside the

tube is a filament or cathode at the top of the arch of
which is a blob of barium oxide which emits electrons profusely when the filament is heated by passage of the filament current.

The electrons are attracted to the anode,

or "gun", which is at high positive potential with respect
to the filament.

At the same time, the electrons are

concentrated into a sheath by the negative bias applied

l
I

t

J

to th<> cylinder.

Most of the electrons emitted from the

filament will nass, therefore, through the small hole in
the center of the anode, constituting the cathode ray,
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or electron jet which is a beam of minute particles of
negative charge.

This cathode ray then passes su.ccess-

i yely between two nairs of plates, each pair set at right

angles to the other Dair.

If, therefore, one plate of a

nair is at a. positive notential compared to its fellow,
the ray will be deflected tow<:1rds it by its attraction for
the negatively charged electrons constj.tuting the ray.
Deflection of the cathode stream is, therefore,

"DO

ssible

1n tv<To axis at riP;ht angles to one i:inother, corT'esponding to the

i~

snos ition of the two pairs of plates.

After emerging
~lates,

fro~

the fields of the deflecting

the cathode ray moves in a straight line to the

end of the cathode ray tube, where it impinges on the
flourescent screen and gives a visable so-called spot.
The flourescent screen may be of different materials;
calcium tungstat~ gives

8

brilliant blue spot of intense

qctini_c value and is called a "cold screen", while one of
zinc sulph~.de gives a green spot with an extre:ne ly long
i:ifterglow.

A combinrttiori of th 0 se screens i ~ had 1rnon

the ""lore exnensive tubes and produces very excellent
ryhnto~rqnhic

results.

For the nurnose of electrocardiography, a standard
amnlifier ".rith a gain of from eight to one hundred and

t·ver:t:r thous~nd, r0'Jresonting a !'1.0vemeni, of the spot on
t~:.."' screen of from fonr to six centimeters ner millivolt

in:Jut, is adequate.

such a high gain amplifier m:vJt be

n.bsol:1tel7; st0ady fo:'.:' thjs work.

v antageou s if n::1

A

l
J

ti'1'J(~

eri

mpensat ion for skin

r<:>nen.tin~~

f

01"

·1gnln.

~ondenser

Th~

r-

P

f:'ect

J

; tgJy s0t str:Udng voltage.

Ij

t0rj?.ontal set of

I

rv)t0ntiA.l

1

j_g

It ts

the onerR.tor.

j

beginR the TT!i-

s nroduc eel by slowly charg-

t1-1rouR.:h a resistance imd then quickly

1 n1j

I

nf'

aut01"1ntic<J.ll~!

J

ci

als is re-

tirri0 br1se, ris the snot flicks back at the

Gnd of lts trrw0rse, and

sr '1ti

not-:~nt :i..

base is 'r:cornor8_ted and. is arranged to

whtch c·in he vqried qt th9 "rill
q

Furthermore it 5_s ad-

~lat0s

ThJs :.s cor:nected t0 the

so thqt

P..

gradual chane;e in

''reduced on th'? cathode ra;y tube nlace tr.us

dY'a'Ning the electron bea"11 slo 1\!ly t.cross tne screen and
1

r1:1Didly flickinG; br.ick

!is

the neon tube discharges.

This

is called a linear time base.
Conventional 'Tletril electro10s R.re

stran~ed

to the

011tients' li'Tihs Rnn_ t:·v,se are connected '!Jj_th the a111pli.:_
fi er by sni table lr->•1_d wjre s.

A .i ack connects the ampli-

fie:r- "Ji th thr.; ti'118 bnse, and another .i ack the time base
·•1it'.': th~ csdllor~raTJh.

A camera, very similar to that

·i.sed on thr; ctr in; galv11nometer, records the movement

t4-

of the spot on the f lourescent screen Which is the
~lectrocardiogram.

Cald'.V-?ll.
th:i.s

'11r:>

Ho·1ever, he adi:nits several disadvantages in

thoi along with the advantages.

Of the latter, he

thinks the oscillogranh superior to the string galvanometer f:irst becau~e it is impossible tc darriage the equipment by overload voltages as there is no mechanical part
3:w i-: r1

s the string tn 1i sloe at 9; second, the mo vir.g part,

the ell"!ctrons, are of such mj_nute

sire that i::;here is no

in0rtL'l in cr,anging directions as f:lt 1,,he summit of a
wave: thtrd,

the oscillogranh q~hodies two planes of

~otton, horizontal and vertical, allowing exmaiP~tion on

the flnur08cent screen of curves with R suitahle time
hase 1'110tion; and frn~th, an n~c~llograph with a screen
'N:tt~ long after-glow nrill make it nossible to examine

the 0lPctroca:rdiogra1'11 directly, thus eliminating the delay 8ncountered in developing the records.
However, he points out several technical difficulti es whlch

1'11U st

be solved before the o sci llogranh-ele ctro-

cardiogT•aph is nerf'ected.

The most troublesome of these

is the fuzzy line produced by the beam of light upon the
photo gr 9.Dhi c film.

The uhotogra phic record of the move-

ments of the snot on the cathode ray tube, i.e., the
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:lectroc qrdiogram is nroduc ed by the expo sure of the
film to the g_ctinic rays of the spot produced by the
focusing of th"" stream of electrons upon the flourescent
screen of the oscillogranh tube.

This is a recording of

direct light whereas the record of the string galvano~eter

is that of a shadow.

The actinic rays tend to

aborize or spread and this spreading of the light rays
tends to pro due e shadows and auras upon the film giving
a fuzzy, poorly defined line.

This difficulty, however,

does not seem impossible of elimination and we cen expect the anp8arance of a revolutionary tyne electrocardiogranh in the near fUture.

At the present time, research is being conducted
in the Department of Physiology, University of Nebraska
College of Medicine (64) upon an apparatus for recording
simultaneous electrocardiograms and heart tones.
pe~fection

The

of this equinment should add greatly to our

store of knowledge cone e!'ning the relationship of the
cardiac impulse to the physiology of the heart's contract ion.

such records will also be extremely valuable

in stud:ying the various heart murmurs.

A report of this

equipment Will undoubtably be published in the near future.
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"It is to be expected that, .1ust as formerly the
string galvanometer gave rise to a new epoch in bio<>li?ctric al research, so the cathode ray oscillograph
will soon discover its nroper f:teld of application in
biology and medicine on the ground of 1 ts superiority
as a >T!easuring instrument.

As. is al·'' ays the way with

every new :and good '.11.ethod of measurement, this will not
remain without influence on onr exact knowledge of
biological processes."

(Translqted from the nreface

by Professor Therring to "Kqthodenstra.hlaszillographie
in Biologie nud Medizin 11 by

w.

Holzer.)

Only a little (;<;:Jr one hundred and t.hirty years
have elapsed since man first became curious about the
electrical phenomena Which he observed in the animals
about him.

Scarcely thirty years have passed since man

conquered this electrical mystery in a manner suf'ficient
to warrant its general clinical anplication.

But in

those thlr ty some odd years, our conception of the
heart and its nhysiology has undergone a comnlete metamorphosis, until today with the equipment at hand we can
detect the most minute variations in the activity of the
myocardium.
reve 8.1?

Who knows what the next thirty years will

With the amulif:t er-osci llogranh-electrocardio-

gr qph, the electrocardiogram can be magnified to a point
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comnarable with that of the oil

im~ersion

lens of the

'Tli cro scope; si ll1Ult qneous electroc Rrdiograms and heart
tones

c~n

correlate the electrical and

~echanical

nhases

of th? cardiac cycle to an inest1mable fraction of a
second.

Detqils in the heart record will be revealed

which have heretofore been unknown, to be added to our
present store of knowledge of cardiac activity.

The

nhys:tc i. an of the fuc;ure Will inherit these advances;
he will be armed with a weapon much sharper than any
nossr?c:ised by his fore-fathers;

he should be, with their

aid, m11ch keener in his battle against disease.

iii'if
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